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The Creel House has been receiving a great deal of attention. Wendy Wheatcraft, Fauquier County Preservation
Planner, visited the property in October 2012 to familiarize herself with the structure and see if she could find
any clues to its construction date. Unfortunately, a heavy handed renovation was performed in the 1960s and
the structure was so altered that it now lacks the features that might provide those clues.
Wendy has since conducted the most thorough deed research on the property that has been performed to date.
As of this writing, the research is still on-going, however some missing pieces of the property’s past are now
known. In the Colonial era, the property was part of a 16,000 acre land grant to Colonel George Mercer.
Mercer was a Virginia aristocrat who fell into severe financial straits primarily due to land speculation losses.
In 1773, Mercer mortgaged some 4000 acres of his Bull Run Mountains land to an Englishwoman. Just a year
later, in 1774, Mercer was unable to meet the terms of the mortgage and he was ordered to sell the 4000 acres
along with additional land in Frederick County. Because Mercer was living in England at the time, the sale was
managed by his life-long friend, George Washington. Washington arranged to have the properties subdivided
and handled the auction on November 21, 1774. (Please see the attachments for Washington’s commentaries on
the sale.)
The 470 acres that includes the area of the Creel House was purchased by a John Monday. Research into Mr.
Monday reveals that he paid the poll tax required of all adult men in Fauquier County. While no records of a
specific house being constructed on the property have been found, John Monday did not own any other land.
His household included a wife and children, his father, numerous animals, and slaves. It is reasonable to
conclude they were housed on the only property he is known to have owned. Could they have been the builders
of the Creel House?
1n 1802, James Battson purchased 420 acres from John Monday. While the deed does not list improvements on
the property, it does mention a walled cemetery. If the Mondays constructed a walled cemetery, surely it was in
the vicinity of their home?

Much research still needs to be done. One of the avenues yet to be explored is archaeology. In October,
Fauquier County and VOF are jointly sponsoring a public archaeology day on the site. Professional
archaeologists will identify the most promising places on the site for a dig and will then lead teams of volunteers
to perform the digs.
Our Bull Run Mountains stewardship committee (who provide deer population control and perform other land
management tasks) devoted one of their workdays to the Creel House this month. The house narrowly avoided
damage over the summer when a large portion of a tree blew down just missing the structure. Our stewards
removed the remaining portion of that tree and the other aged trees in the near vicinity of the house. This image
below shows how close the trees were to the house.

Chestnut Study
The American Chestnut Foundation provided VOF with a summary of the first year of their study on the
Preserve. In March 1,208 native seedlings were planted, but only 5.5% survived deer predation. An additional
96 seedling were planted in May and 78% were still alive in October. Another 384 seedlings were planted in
November to have an adequate number of seedlings to continue the study. With luck, this next year will provide
the researchers with the information they are hoping to discover.

Deer Management
Our previously mentioned Stewardship Committee conducted its first ever managed hunt for purposes of deer
population control on the southern area of the preserve this January. This part of the preserve is open to the
public and also used by two other entities, so organizing a hunt requires significant planning. This hunt resulted
in 10 deer being culled and some lessons learned for the next time. In November we will conduct another
managed hunt with additional volunteers for another two days.

Jackson Hollow History
One of the parcels making up the preserve, is the former Jackson Hollow Recreation Club. A local journalist
recently wrote a two part history of the property. The second part of that history is attached. The Recreation
Club was started in the 1960s and its story is a nice snapshot of its era. VOF is prominently featured in the
article.

The Preserve Ranger Is On the Road
With 2300 mountain acres to monitor, Brian Laposay needed some mechanization. An appropriately sized and
outfitted truck was purchased with Bull Run Fund monies and recently went into service.

House Mountain
Meetings with the Rockbridge Area Conservation Council continue as we create a new agreement to steward the
property. A delegation of two of RACC’s members has been selected to work with Amanda Scheps and Leslie
Grayson to draft the agreement. Fred Fisher was kind enough to examine the existing agreement, which expires
this November, and to write a memo outlining its deficiencies as requested by a member of the RACC board.
By the time of the VOF board meeting, Amanda and Leslie will have attended a meeting organized by RACC to
inaugurate a new Chair of the House Mountain Committee. The recent sale of the Colony tract (see below) will
provide some funds for land management at House Mountain.

ACQUISITIONS:
Bull Run Project – Fauquier County

One of VOF’s highest conservation priorities in the Bull Run Mountains Project is acquisition of
inholdings and parcels adjacent to the 2,500 acre Bull Run Mountains State Natural Area Preserve.
Now that the long standing lawsuit has settled regarding the boundary issues related to the Eli Hall
Estate land and white cliffs, VOF can turn its attention to other parcels. VOF has mapped and
identified high priority parcels within or adjacent to the preserve that would be of interest for
acquisition. Several of these high priority parcels are subject to delinquent taxes and other title
issues. VOF staff is working with counsel to investigate the potential for acquisition and solutions for
these parcels which, if acquired, would become part of the Preserve. Staff is currently working with a
supporter on prospects for acquisition of a key parcel that has recently become available.
SALE PARCELS:
The Colony parcel (20 acres in Pulaski County) was transferred to new ownership with an open space easement
retained by VOF. Closing occurred January 22, 2013. The buyer is a neighbor and met the appraised value.
The three sisters that donated the property are pleased with the conclusion and are particularly pleased as the
land will stay “in the family”.

